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Metataxis

Metataxis UK

• Founded in 2002

• 9 staff and 12+ associates

• Private, public and third sector
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• Specialist information architecture/information management consultancy

• Consulting, resourcing, training

Metataxis NZ

• Founded in 2014

• 4 staff

• Public and private sector



Some of our 280+ clients 
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Information Centre 
for health and 
Social Care

Amnesty 
International



• Users need to be able to find documents quickly and easily

• Departments and councils need to comply with legislation by archiving or 
deleting information at the right time

• Good findability and compliance need good metadata…

• … but people usually hate applying metadata to information

• People and systems use different terms to mean the same thing…

• … so it’s hard to share information across systems and organisations

Typical government information issues
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How does an ontology help?

• It supports search by providing ALL of the following:
o Document tags for targeted search
o Synonyms 
o Filters (eg Place, Organisation, Audience type)
o Browse structure

• It provides consistent terminology across the organisation

• It supports automatic document categorisation, so staff don’t have to assign 
subject (and other) tags

• It supports automatic attribution of retention and disposal schedules

• It can support interoperability with other organisations, eg across a government sector

• It can be used as a knowledgebase in its own right

• It can support inferencing and knowledge graphs



For example: The original DOC vision for ontology

• ‘My goal was always to bring structured and unstructured data together: to make 
search and analytics two sides of the same coin. And so it’s always been about 
meaning and the relationships between concepts. 

• ‘Where ontology shines is that concepts are defined within a domain which is 
largely independent of data models and information architectures. It’s … the 
authoritative source of terminology and - crucially  - a means to apply metadata 
automatically.’ 

Liz Wilson, Department of Conservation, 2016



For example: Autocategorisation and autoclassification

Subject tags

GDA6-3.2.2 =

Archive 10 years after 
close date

Disposal class

Graduate recruitment

Talent management

Training programme



For example: Using 

the relationships as a 

browse structure



Environment Agency

For example: Relationships to drive inference

Has navigation authority

Romney 
Marsh

England
Has location

Is sited in

Show me all the artificial waters in England 
that are managed by the Environment Agency



Blue duckSearch

Filters

Regions
Fiordland      (160)
Marlborough  (28)

Blue duck data

Events
Whio Forever (12)
WHIONE            (6)

Publication date
2013-14          (35)
2015-16        (154)
2017-18          (96)

Document type
Article                (8)
Press release    (4)
Report             (52)

Population growth

For example: Knowledge graphs



So what is an ontology?

‘Ontologies are formalized vocabularies of terms, often covering a specific domain and 
shared by a community of users. They specify the definitions of terms by describing their 
relationships with other terms in the ontology.’  

World Wide Web Consortium, 2012

‘…an ontology is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization ‘               
ISO 25964-2:2013

‘…ontologies use strict semantic relationships among terms and attributes with the 
goal of knowledge representation in machine-readable form, whereas thesauri 
provide tools for cataloguing and retrieval.‘

Patricia Harpring, 2013



Yes, but what is it?

An ontology models the type of objects and concepts that exist within a given 

domain, together with their properties and relationships.

It’s the formal categorization, strict rules and relationships that distinguish an 
ontology from a thesaurus or taxonomy or other kinds of semantic model.

So an ontology identifies the terminology within a given domain and categorises

the individual terms in order to create relationships between them.



A cooking ontology
Baking
Boiling
Broiling
Frying

Stir frying
Roasting
Searing

Broiler
Frying pan
Saucepan
Steamer
Wok



What makes up an ontology?

• Classes, which describe the fundamental nature of each concept such as 
Organizations, Locations, Events or Products; 

• Relationships, which: 

• create connections between classes, such as Organizations create Products, or Events 
take place in Locations; 

• relate narrower terms to broader terms in the precise form of ‘is a’; 

• relate alternative labels such as synonyms, acronyms or abbreviations to the 
preferred term; 

• Concept schemes, which contain the terms themselves, such as The All Blacks 
(rugby team - organization), Wellington (location), Rugby match (event). 



Person / Organisation / Group

Stuff happens

Where

Inanimate object of interest

LOCATION

EVENT

PARTY

OBJECT

AUTHORITY Law, permission or agreement

PRODUCT Product or service

INFORMATION

Abstract idea

Information resource

TOPIC

ACTIVITY Function or activity

Ontology classes for government

CLASSIFICATION Typology
MONEY

DOC specific classes

SPECIES

EARTH

MOJ specific classes

OFFENCE

IR specific classes



Ontology relationships and concept schemes

The concept scheme The term model



Approach to building an ontology

Output: 
Concept 
schemes

Classes

Event
has 
Location

TOP DOWN
(high level conceptual view)

Domain model Scenarios

FACET ANALYSIS

BOTTOM UP

Output: 
Classes and 
relationships

Websites

Glossaries R&D schedules

System reference data

Working documents

SMEsData models

OBJECT

CLASSIFICATION

AUTHORITY

LOCATION

PARTY

ACTIVITY

EVENT

MONEY

INFORMATION

SERVICE Tax, duty or levy



How long does it take?

For an organisation, typically 2-3 months to get the structure right:
• Classes
• Relationships

Then 10 days per team for subject tagging, depending on:
• the kind of content they produce
• how complex and technical the language is
• overlaps with other teams

And 5 days per retention and disposal class, depending on:
• how clear and discrete the classes are
• whether any value judgment or prior knowledge is needed



Who else is doing ontology work in New Zealand?

• Archives NZ is looking at use cases for an all-of-government ontology to 
support access to Archives content

• Ministry of Primary Industries is planning to build a mini ontology to explore 
possibilities for tagging and knowledge graphs to help their customers find 
the information they need

• Environmental Protection Agency is investigating  the use of ontology to 
support internal subject tagging

• TEAM Informatics is developing a Foundation Ontology – NZ Government, 
covering the main support functions mapped to GDA 6.



What about an ontology for local 
authorities?

• There’s a known set of activities

• It would be possible to construct an 
‘upper ontology’ (classes and 
relationships) that cover all of those 
activities



Each authority could use what’s relevant to them.
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What’s in it for you?

• It can support search by providing ALL of the following:
o Document tags for targeted search
o Synonyms, acronyms and Te reo equivalents
o Filters (eg Place, Organisation, Audience type)
o Browse structure

• It can provide consistent terminology across the organisation

• It supports automatic document categorisation, so staff don’t have to 
assign subject (and other) tags

• It supports automatic attribution of retention and disposal schedules

• It can support interoperability between local authorities
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+
A content 
management 
system

An ontology 
management and 

autocategorisation
system + The underlying 

linguistic analysis 
toolset (‘the 
rulebase’) + The  

ontology

What do you need to make it work?

Search engine



Thank you!

Judi Vernau

Judi.Vernau@metataxis.com


